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Mars, Rodenburg, and
Dear Customers, Dear Colleagues,
Predictability: today’s world of ups and downs, of back and forth, confirms that projecting
outcomes is an art, not a science. With unstable market conditions and startling political
situations on all continents, foresight and planning are met with increased skepticism. Given
this context, we in industry can either retrench, carefully reducing our ambitions; or we can trust
our vision, boldly and confidently executing our programs.
At Taghleef, we do the latter. As Winston Churchill said, we have chosen to “never let a good crisis go to waste”.
We aim to serve the Flexible Packaging, Labels, and Technical Films markets globally, and we are organizing our
resources accordingly to support unimpeded research and investment in the newest, most advanced technologies.
While we watch the BOPP industry engaging in an all-out race for bigger and faster extrusion machines to produce
generic products, we have been busy at developing proprietary products and customizing our processes to better
meet the needs of our customers and their cost base expectations.
Our teams are constantly seeking out, analyzing and reviewing opportunities to better serve our customers. From these
everyday efforts, you can count on newsworthy additions to our portfolios of products, services, and regional asset
locations. We believe that by relentless innovation we help our customers bring value to the packages they design,
enabling them to meet their own distinct challenges: reducing costs, improving customer experience, enhancing
safety, and increasing profitability.
Recently, Taghleef innovation in bioplastics was honored with the 11th Global Bioplastics Award for creating a new
wrapper made of second generation starch-based compound. This exciting project, which began in 2012 with four
industry partners, is evidence of our commitment to collaboration as well as our long-term engagement in the field of
sustainability. This is who we are: we engage, we partner, we stay the course, and together we achieve success.
As we set new goals for the coming year, we look forward to new partnerships and reaching mutual objectives. I
invite all of you – customers, industry partners, and colleagues - to join us as we explore and create the next wave of
innovation.
Sincerely,
Dr. Detlef Schuhmann
CEO Ti Group
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Taghleef win the 11th Global Bioplastics
Award 2016
At the 11th European Bioplastics Conference held on November 29, 2016 in Berlin,
Mars, Rodenburg, and Taghleef were announced winner of the 2016 ‘Oskar’ for
their bio-based solution for chocolate bar packaging.
The Global Bioplastics Awards recognize innovation, success and achievement
by manufacturers, processors and users of bioplastic materials through a
panel of independent judges representing the press, academic world and trade
associations in Europe, Asia and America.
The project started when Mars met with Rodenburg Biopolymers, a Dutch
company specializing in highly innovative extrusion processes for the production
of starch products from waste streams. Mars was exploring bio-based resin
made from second generation raw materials to be extruded into a film that
could replace the current BOPP film used for its chocolate bar wrappers.
Thanks to our expertise in the production of biaxially oriented PLA films and
a long lasting relationship with Mars, Taghleef was selected as converter of
Rodenburg’s compound. The project was officially launched in June 2012 under the name “2GFlexwrap” and
within the framework of EU funded Eco-innovation program.
The bio-based resin developed by Rodenburg is a second generation starch-based compound, where starch
comes from the waste stream of French fries production. The compound is extruded on the BoPLA line at
Taghleef’s Italian plant in San Giorgio di Nogaro
into a biaxially oriented white voided film:
NATIVIA® NESS. Film reels are converted by
Mondi using conventional rotogravure printing
technology and then sent to Mars’ production
plant for packing.
NATIVIA® NESS has been produced and converted
successfully in thicknesses of 40 and 50 µm. NESS has a white pearlescent appearance, density of 0.95 g/
cm3, good opacity, is heat sealable (MST= 85°C) and cold seal receptive. The film fulfills all product protection
requirements for chocolate packaging, is food approved and is able to achieve the same speed of BOPP films
on packaging lines.
Mars and Snickers bars packed in NATIVIA® NESS have
been pilot tested in Europe: Netherlands, France and
Germany. Not only does this innovative packaging meet
the ever-increasing trend for sustainable packaging
solutions, it also demonstrates that partnership,
cooperation and the expertise of companies along the
entire value chain are key to success.

From left to right: Thijs Rodenburg (Rodenburg Biopolymers),
Emanuela Bardi (Ti SpA) and Micheal Thielen (Bioplastic Magazine).
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Towards the Circular Economy

It has become clear that our society needs a better paradigm than the “take-make-dispose” linear model of production. Resource
depletion, the scarcity of non-renewable resources, population growth, and overconsumption are having dramatic environmental
effects. The circular economy proposes a new model that meets both the socio-economic and environmental perspectives.
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation defines the circular economy as restorative and regenerative by design, and which aims to keep
products, components and materials at their highest utility and value at all times, distinguishing between technical and biological
cycles. The circular economy approach works on the notion of cycles where nothing is wasted but just goes around in loops in
accordance with the cradle-to-cradle principles. Source: https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/circular-economy
At the EuPC (European Packaging Converter)
conference “The Future of Plastic Packaging”
held in September 2016 in Brussels, European
Commission representatives brought forward the
ambitious EU Circular Economy Package. The first
circular economy package was introduced in July
2014 and a newer one was presented in December
2015. The latest Action Plan not only focuses
on waste management, but also includes new
initiatives which consist of concrete measures
covering the whole cycle: from production
and consumption to waste management and
the market for secondary raw materials and
innovation.
Key legislative and non-legislative actions include:
• Actions to reduce food waste, including
a common measurement methodology,
improved date marking, and tools to meet the global Sustainable Development Goal to halve food waste by 2030;
• Development of quality standards for secondary raw materials;
• Measures in the Eco-design working plan for 2015-2017 to promote reparability, durability and recyclability of products, in
addition to energy efficiency;
• A new regulation on fertilizing products, to encourage nutrient recycling while ensuring the protection of human health
and the environment;
• A strategy on plastics in the circular economy, addressing issues of recyclability, biodegradability, the presence of
hazardous substances in plastics, and the Sustainable Development Goals target for significantly reducing marine litter;
• A series of actions on water reuse including a legislative proposal on minimum requirements for the reuse of wastewater.
The plan aims to boost the EU’s competitiveness by protecting businesses from scarcity of resources and volatile prices, helping
to create new business opportunities and innovative, more efficient ways of producing and consuming. By stimulating sustainable
activity in key sectors and new business opportunities, the plan will help to unlock the growth and jobs potential of the circular
economy. Source: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/circular-economy
The objective is to integrate our industries together for environmental protection and economic growth for current and future
generations. Leading global companies are already moving in this direction. In line with this, some years ago Taghleef Industries
adopted measures to limit the environmental impact of its manufacturing process and supply chain, starting with the engineering
of its products. Source: http://www.ti-films.com/en/sustainability/environmental-report
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Low Sealing,
High Value, High Performance!
Low Sealing Temperature Films:

Ti’s portfolio combines low sealing temperature films with
specific slip properties which can be used in single web solutions
or laminate structures for high speed horizontal packaging
machines.
Features:
- Higher speed packaging
- Improved hot tack and sealing properties
- Wider processability on packaging machines especially in HFFS
- Replacement of cold seal and coated films
- Reduced environmental impact
Applications:
- Confectionery chocolate/sugar/ gum
- Snacks and biscuits
- Ice cream novelties and frozen foods
- Health and household items
Products:
TLS – A good starting base with outstanding performance
This transparent low sealing temperature film with excellent hot
tack and sealing properties is superior for high speed machinability,
and has high transparency and good moisture barrier.
MSS - Silky visual design for fashion brands
Appreciated for its “paper” look, Ti matte low seal temperature
film offers brand owners, particularly in organic food retail,
excellent visual impact.

WLS – Luxury image
with
improved
protection from light
Some foods such as
fat-rich or chocolate
based products are particularly sensitive to luminous radiation.
This solid white low seal temperature film provides considerable
light barrier, ensuring improved conservation of food, as well as
improved packaging speeds. The white appearance of the film
eliminates the need for white ink, leaving a printing station free
and reducing the problem of residual solvents.
EXS – High yield for attractive snacks
Our white voided ultra-low sealing temperature film enhances
package appeal with its pearlescent effect finish. In addition,
performance is optimized through the balance of high yield and
machinability.
ZES – High barriers for extended shelf life
This low heat seal temperature metalized film delivers proven
performance. Comparative tests on HFFS machines demonstrate
that laminating with ZES achieves higher packaging speeds than
laminates made with standard metalized films.
Be sure to visit the Taghleef Industries booth at INTERPACK 2017
to learn more!

Film D223 - Based on Phthalate

Free Catalyst Systems
Traces of many phthalates are easy to find in numerous consumer products. The
chemical esters of phthalic acid are excellent industrial plasticizers which improve
many aspects of manufacturing goods, from pliability to durability - and they are found
virtually everywhere. Flooring, toys, cars, cosmetics, shampoos, certain food packaging
materials, and many other commonly used products contain phthalate traces.
However, since 1990’s they have come under intense toxicological scrutiny. Today,
many of them are banned e.g., in 2015 in Europe from children‘s toys. In 2009, the US Congress passed the Consumer
Product Safety Improvement Act, legislating removal of certain phthalates in consumer goods.
In order to fulfill customer demand for advanced solutions in flexible packaging, Taghleef Industries commercially launched
a new BOPP film manufactured with selected raw materials, and based on phthalate free catalyst systems. The new product,
D223, is a transparent treated film which is two-side heat sealable. The film is ideal in many flexible packaging applications,
with baby food as the main one.
Ti relentlessly pursues innovative technologies to bring about broad-based improvements in its products. D223 is an
excellent example of this pursuit, and a decisive response to changing market requirements.
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Ti Express Opens
New Facilities in France
Following our strategy of developing an International distribution hub network,
as announced in the July 2015 edition of our Ti News, Taghleef Industries opened a new Ti Express hub in France last September.

Asia Pacific

Taghleef delivers IML Film Solutions & Innovations
at the 5th China IML Seminar

This newest Ti Express hub is located in Marseille in the South of France, and is only few sailing days away from our Egyptian
plant in Cairo. Ti has partnered with GONDRAND Logistics, a French logistics company with 150 years of experience and an
international presence with 270 branches worldwide.

With over 200 attendees from all sectors of the IML supply chain, Ti’s 5th China IML Seminar
concluded another successful session in Ningbo, China on November 1-2, 2016. Supported by
brand owners, covering food, cosmetics as well as industrial applications, and by supply chain
experts of converters, molders, machine, resin and film suppliers, it was truly a wonderful
opportunity for partners in the whole supply chain to come together and have open discussions
over future trends and innovations under the same roof.

The advantages are evident to our French customers. They can now benefit from access to safety stock and just in time
delivery options as quick as 24 to 72 hours. In addition, they now have a more efficient import process, streamlined customs
clearance, and the ability to avoid advance VAT (Value Added Tax) payments. All of these new services are provided to our
customers by their existing single point of contact, which results in consistent, reliable handling of day-to-day business.

The wide range of film finishes such as orange peel, satin, smooth, gloss, high gloss and
transparent in various thin gauges which were on display attracted a great deal of attention.
Biodegradable container made of NATIVIA®
In particular, there was a high level of interest surrounding Taghleef’s latest IML innovation:
TitaniumTM LTZ, a metallic IML solution offering the ultimate premium
look for high value-add products.

With this easy access to products from our Egyptian
plant, Ti provides imported quality films with the
service quality of a local supplier.

Ti Hungary Values
its Customers
Every year, Taghleef Industries Kft. invites our business partners, customers and suppliers to one of the historical cities
of Hungary. The meeting allows for work discussions in a pleasant environment, and is an opportunity for Ti to show
appreciation to our customers for their trust, and to our suppliers and partners for their cooperation. In keeping with this
tradition, the annual meeting was held in September in the picturesque Visegrád, a small castle town on the Danube north
of Budapest. The event was held at The Thermal Hotel Visegrád where the guests could also enjoy the wellness resort
provided by the hotel.
After a presentation by Mr. Valerio Garzitto, Chief Executive Officer of Ti Europe, everyone headed to Hungary's first capital,
Esztergom. Expert guides took guests on a tour of the country's largest church, Esztergom Basilica, which also contains the
Cathedral Treasury, a vast collection of priceless and unique works of art. Following a pleasant sightseeing train tour, taking
in the amazing panorama, everyone enjoyed a delicious lunch at the Primas Pince. The next stop was another important
historical landmark, the Royal Palace of Visegrád, where guides wearing period costumes transported us back in time to
the 14th-15th century. Finally, a Pálinka tasting of Hungary’s strong fruit brandy set the mood for the rest of the evening.
At the gala dinner held that night, guests savored rich culinary delights and were entertained by amazing guest performances.
This year, performers included Bánhegyi Adrienn, a World Champion Rope Skipping performance artist, Peter Sore, the
BMX Flatland World Champion, and 4 for Dance, the world renowned dance troupe which combines traditional Hungarian
dance with plenty of rhythm and humor.
We trust that the nearly 100 guests from 12 different countries had a wonderful time this year. Furthermore, we are
confident that the informal conversations held during the day contributed to strengthening existing relationships and that
they will result in further successful collaboration.
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Due to strong market demand for IML solutions from brand owners
for “premium look” labels, rigid packaging suppliers are enjoying high
demand, which in turn has motivated leading molders to invest in new
IML projects for high production efficiency machines. In fact, some of
the latest brand owner market initiatives including “built-in barcode”
for milk powder containers, as well as premium graphics demand for
beverage cups became popular discussion points post seminar.
Taghleef also featured solutions to meet the demand for “Green
Packaging.” With the support of valuable global partners, Taghleef
introduced biodegradable IML solutions to China under the established
brand NATIVIA®. Another highlight was the live production show which
kicked off immediately after the seminar in the Demag workshop.
Featuring dual lid and container mold technology, it was successfully
demonstrated that fully biodegradable rigid packaging is achievable
through existing IML technology.

Biodegradable Container Partners (left to right):
Demag China, CEO – Stephan Greif
Demag, Application Manager – Jack Liu
Ti Pty, Sales Executive – Hongguang Zhong
NatureWorks, Global Segment Lead Films & Cards – Stefano Cavallo
NatureWorks, Technical Service and Business Development – Chi AuYeung
Ti Pty, Business Development – Susanne Yeung

PACE Asia 2016 Taghleef Industries presents
its Innovative and Sustainable Packaging Solutions

Taghleef Industries attended PACE, Packaging and Converting Executive Forum, held in Singapore November 9-10.
The two-day event focused on innovation and partnerships to identify 21st century solutions. The forum is a key
event for the packaging industry and covers a wide range of topics such as next generation packaging materials,
sustainability and food safety, regulatory updates, the impact of consumer trends, and effects of 3D printing.
The conference included guest speaker presentations, one-on-one interactive
business meetings, as well as roundtable discussions on the future of packaging,
and modern strategies for consistent growth and increased revenues.
Taghleef’s Muhammad Ali Mirza (Business Development Manager - South
East Asia) delivered an Innovation Spotlight presentation titled, “Innovation
and Sustainability – Key Future Growth Drivers in Flexible Packaging.” The
presentation was well received by attendees and highlighted Ti’s success story
in replacing a Tri-lam with Bi-lam structure. Ti also reported on our high seal
strength, high barrier metalized film solutions as well as our exploration of new
concepts in graphic arts for the Food & Beverage industry. Overall, the event was
decidedly worthwhile and we look forward to attending again in 2017.
From left to right: Paolo Serafin (Ti SpA), Muhammad
Ali Mirza (Ti Pty), Sundeep Mudgal (Ti LLC).
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Ti’s pioneering innovation in
Snack Food Packaging in Southeast
Asia: Journey from TRI-LAM => BI-LAM
Innovation in Snack
Food Packaging with
Ti’s EXTENDO®:
The move from
Tri-laminations to
Bi-laminations in
Southeast Asia

One of the world’s leading snack food companies is using Ti’s EXTENDO®
metalized films and Ti’s transparent print webs to reposition its brand in
Southeast Asia. This move has allowed the brand to gain in measures of
sustainability and in significant cost savings.
The Taghleef films used by this major snack food company were carefully
designed and engineered for specific extrusion lamination technology. These
films not only extend and enhance shelf life, but they also protect against the
often harsh Southeast Asia supply chain conditions. Important advantages
of Ti’s films allowed the replacement of a tri-lamination package design to
a bi-lamination design. In this case, the films chosen resulted in two-side
sealability of the final package, enabling the center seam to be changed from
a fin seal to a lap seal. This new structure simplifies the converting process,
reduces the package weight, and achieves higher productivity.
The Brand Owner has committed to shifting 90% of its product portfolio to
the bi-lamination structure during Q1 2017. This successful new structure was
the result of almost two years of concentrated efforts from the management,
R&D, process, and commercial teams of both the Brand Owner and Taghleef.

Ti Middle East Customer Service
Team Expanded
To provide outstanding customer service is the first of five core
values that the Ti organization cherishes. The goal of Ti Customer
Service is to provide advanced solutions by learning the unique
needs of our patrons from day to day interactions with them.
It also includes developing better systems in order to facilitate
their buying experience and create bonds of partnership at each
interaction. CS activities in Ti ME are extensive not only because
it is Ti HQ where a lot of intercompany transactions take place,
From Left to Right, Top to Bottom: Carolina Amoranto, Mohamed Shafraz Zahir, Amoolya
but also because it is the hub of the Asia, Middle East and Africa Stanly, Uduakabasi Samuel Udo, Kesiena Theresa Odukuye, Muhammad Amin Ahmed
(AMEA) region, and a large diverse territory within the Ti sales Othman and Raul Varea Pedroviejo.
map. Underlining the critical importance and complexity of this
function, Ti Dubai expanded the CS department by adding three more qualified team members. As Dubai is, the department is
truly multinational and the new members are armed with a variety of skills acquired from diverse industry experiences. Together
with one voice, we say to our customers, “We are at your service!”
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Dynamic Packaging Bags
“Support to Innovation’’ Award
Taghleef Industries’ partner converter Dynamic Packaging Pvt. Ltd in Lahore, Pakistan, received a PepsiCo certificate of
recognition for ”Support to Innovation” for consistently delivering high barrier laminate solutions for their packaging needs. The
certificate is a remarkable recognition of their dedication to developing
such solutions and maintaining consistent quality. Ti congratulates the
Dynamic Packaging team for this achievement and we look forward
to more opportunities to partner and drive such joint initiatives. Mr.
Muhammad Ashraf Choudhry, CEO of Dynamic Packaging said, “Our
relationship with Ti is not just a customer-supplier relation but it is a
commitment together to solve packaging needs and to offer high value
solutions to our valuable local and multinational customers.” Dynamic
Packaging is notably a pioneer converter in Pakistan in developing barrier
packaging laminates for snacks and such solutions are based on Ti’s
range of barrier metalized films like ZVB and EXTENDO® ZUA. Dynamic
Packaging is proud of their infrastructure that enables them to measure
the consistent performance of their laminates along with the ability
to produce ancillary substrates like ink for diligent quality control and
precise execution.
Muhammad Ashraf Choudhry, CEO of Dynamic Packaging.

Ti Middle East
launches new
version of CZVB
Product modifications based on user feedback is a clear
pathway to product excellence. Ti diligently listens to their
users and modifies its products, if needed, to suit the
sophistication of the application and expected performance.
In line with this philosophy, Ti recently launched its modified
version of CZVB - a metalized barrier CPP film. The new film
offers consistent MVTR less than 0.30g/sqm/day while
maintaining high barrier levels against oxygen and light. The
new version also offers very low seal initiation temperature as low as 95°C while keeping the
high seal strength and hot tack. The improved features make this film an excellent choice for
common nitrogen flushed pouching of pack snacks, powdered milk, and bakery products.
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Ti at Labelexpo India 2016

TAF Anti-Fog Film

A show of market power and a window to the future – this is an apt summary of
the Ti booth at Labelexpo India. The distinguished show, held at the India Expo
Mart in Greater Noida, Delhi from November 17-20 this year, hosted over 200
exhibitors and more than 8,000 visitors.

Ti Egypt has enhanced its range of biaxially orientated polypropylene films with a new added value product:
TAF “Transparent Anti Fog Film.”
TAF film is an excellent choice for refrigerated products and is specially designed for fresh fruits and
vegetables packed in a modified atmosphere which requires high oxygen protection. The use of TAF also
provides protection by keeping fruits
and vegetables clean and safe to
eat. In addition, the attractive high
gloss and transparent packaging
plays a significant role by increasing
shelf appeal to customers when
buying fresh foods. TAF offers
long term anti-fog performance,
chemical and abrasion resistance,
and optical clarity.
With Ti’s new high performing
transparent TAF film, it’s easier
than ever before to keep fresh foods
fresh, and packaging fog-free.

The event could be compared to a grand Indian wedding ceremony due to the
festivity and the optimism of attendees in otherwise challenging times for the
industry globally. For three days, more than 180 visitors thronged to Ti’s booth
despite hazy weather in Delhi and the show timing over a weekend. These
visitors represented the full gamut of stakeholders within the industry, and the
show was overwhelmingly attended by the country’s large number of associates focused on PSL and the PSL printing sector.
Ti’s booth satisfied their senses of sight and touch thanks to its
innovative “Specialty Label Films” portfolio: a fusion of Ti label
films and DERPROSA™ technology. These films are available in
a variety thicknesses and finishes for self-adhesive facestock
products as well as over-laminations, wrap around roll-fed, and
even in-mold labels.
The development and growth of the I-IML industry in India has
mainly been fueled by Ti Films with consistently performing
films like LIM, LIG, and LIT. At Labelexpo India, stakeholders
were introduced to the next phase of high performing products
added to Ti’s range including LIU and LFE for even further
growth. The industry is well established and the printers are well
equipped for the next phase of growth while the molders are
From Left to Right: Arun Kumar Nair, Abdul Rasheed, Ibrahim Hammoda and
getting ready with new infrastructure. During the show, Ti also
Natarajan Veeranathan.
launched its low density range of WAL films offering high gloss
and improved labeling performance apart from LTG – a low micron transparent label offering high clarity and high labeling speed
on modern labeling machines. Mr. Ibrahim Hammoda, Ti Regional Sales Manager for AMEA region stated: “It was a good show; we
demonstrated to the Indian audience the direction that the global label industry is taking and our dedication to be a part of such a
drive in India.”

New Marketing
member at Ti LLC
Ti is pleased to introduce Maria Monique Murillo as Marketing
Assistant based in our Dubai office. Ms. Murillo holds a BS Business
Administration with a specialization in Marketing Management and
will be coordinating all Ti marketing activities for Asia, Middle East
and Africa (AMEA). Welcome, Maria Monique!
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MUS: Matte film
now produced in Ti Egypt
Ti Egypt is pleased to announce that its extended range of
products now includes MUS, a matte co-extruded BOPP film.
Thanks to its good printability, MUS film creates visual impact
with its “paper look” finish and perceptible texture with a smooth
surface. Matte films are highly appreciated especially in
packaging that aims to transmit a positive message in terms
of the organic and nutritious aspects of certain products.
Ti’s MUS matte film includes a treated heat sealable
glossy layer, an OPP core, and a low-luster matte layer.
Considered one of the bestselling packaging films on the
market, MUS is suitable for packaging snack foods and
confectionery products such as candies and bakery items.
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Scientific Corner

Novel Protein-Based Biopolymer as a Coating in Food Packaging
Plastic packaging materials have been under attack due
to both the consumption of crude oil and the persistence
of non-biodegradable polymer resins. So called
biopolymers have been considered as a solution of these
problems depending on whether being based on renewable
resources or biodegradable. Of course, biopolymers that
are both bio-based and biodegradable address both
accusations at the same time and have raised significant
interest in both academia and industry. A broad range of
biopolymers have been investigated for food packaging
such as polysaccharide-based, protein-based, lipid-based,
and combinations of these components. Formulating
natural antioxidants in food packaging systems has
prompted novel preservation techniques to provide safety
and security of food products. As it is well known, the
oxidation of lipids has been found to be associated with
coronary heart disease, atherosclerosis, cancer and aging
processes. Therefore, packaging that contributes to such
protection will meet consumer interest in healthier food
products.

due to the chemical structure of the two blend
components. The soy protein was modified through
enzymatic and physical treatments under film forming
conditions to optimize the property profile.
Transglutaminase has been used to catalyze the reaction
between lysine and glutamine aminoacids in the protein
structure to form peptide bonds, and by this, crosslinks
between neighboring protein chains (Figure 1).
Transglutaminase -the enzyme- is found in animal tissue,
body fluids, plants and microorganisms, and has been in
use in the food industry for years, e.g. in Japan for the
setting of ground fish paste (Surimi) since 1920’s. This
enzymatic treatment improved film properties such as
tensile strength, elongation at break, and water absorption
by 50% to 100%, and oxygen barrier by 75% compared to
the control film without the enzyme treatment.
Modified lignin, which is a byproduct of wood processing
industry, was added as a second blend component to
improve not only physicochemical, but also functional
properties of the film. These improvements are due to its
functional groups such as aromatic rings, methoxy
groups, phenol and alcohol groups, which can be used for
chemical reactions. The phenol functionality has been of
special interest in this study since it provides antioxidant
ability. Antioxidants of this kind are known to
prevent oxidation of organic polymers and have
been found to act as a preserving agent for the
packed food stuff. With such approach, Dr. GómezGuillén and his research team at the Institute of
Science and Technology of Food and Nutrition,
Spain, have been able to store salmon muscle in
fish gelatin-lignin film preventing oxidation during
storage.

In the current study, we investigated compounds based
on soy protein and modified lignin; we expected stepchange improvements in oxygen and water vapor barrier,
alongside anti-oxidative and UV-protecting properties
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stability of films, but
reduced elongation at
break as a function of
lignin concentration.
The solubility of both
the
enzymatically
modified soy protein
film and the modified
lignin in water-based
solution motivated us
to apply this biopolymer
blend as a coating on
polylactic acid (PLA)
Figure 2. Soy protein based film modified with
film to test for barrier,
different concentrations of lignosulphonate (right)
antioxidative and UV
and alkali lignin (left)
blocking
properties.
Coating PLA film, treated by corona discharge, with the
current biopolymer blend reduced the oxygen and water
vapor transmission rates by about 5x and 8x, respectively,
compared to the neat PLA film (Table 1).
The coated PLA film was applied as the inner layer of a
model package for a sample of soy oil and tested for its
anti-oxidative properties. For this experiment, the soy oil
container had been placed in an oven at 40 °C for one
month to monitor the evolution of lipid oxidation according

to the method described by American Oil Chemists Society
(AOCS 1996). In addition, the generation of pentanal as a
tracer for the rancid smell of degrading soy oil has been
monitored. Results revealed that the soy protein / lignin
containing model package decreased the oxidation rate by
around 75% and reduced the occurrence of off-flavor tracer
by about 40% of the control.
In another experiment, soy oil package was covered by the
coated PLA film and placed under florescent light to
measure UV induced oil oxidation. It was observed that the
combined UV-blocking and anti-oxidative ability of PLAcoated films containing alkali lignin caused a reduction in
oil oxidation rate (AOCS method) by again more than 75%
compared with the reference system.
Based on the observations above, the enzymatic treatment
of protein-based polymer can be a useful way to improve
the physical properties of protein-based biopolymer film.
The anti-oxidative and UV protecting properties of the biobased blend of modified soy protein and lignin add
considerably to the range of properties of biopolymers of
interest for the packaging industry. Both the protein
polymer alone and the lignin blend can be applied to a wide
spectrum of applications such as packaging of food
products, pharmaceutical, and agricultural industries.

Table 1. Mechanical and barrier properties of different plastics comparing to the PLA-coated film

Tensile Modulus
(MPa)

Elongation at Break
(%)

O2TR (cm3/.day)
65% RH

WVTR
(g/m2, day)
90% RH

PLA coated SPI
modified film

4250

27

15-30

5

EVOH*

96.7

238

1.08

126

PLA**

3834

4

149-165

40-55

BoPP***

2415

200

550

9

HDPE***

1000

600

600

5-10
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Figure 1. Proposed mechanism of enzymatic crosslinking and lignin in structure of soy protein chain
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For the current research, two types of modified
lignin polymers were selected: alkali lignin (AL) and
lignosulphonate (LSS). Films containing alkali
lignin were opaque and the opacity increased as a
function of lignin concentration; on the other hand,
lignosulphonate (LSS) provided films with a high
level of transparency (Figure 2). The addition of
lignin improved tensile strength and thermal

*source: Material property data website
**source: Handbook of biodegradable polymers
***source: www.evergreen-packaging.com
Abbreviations: O2TR: oxygen transmission rate; WVTR: water vapor transmission rate; SPI: soy protein isolate; EVOH: ethylene vinyl alcohol; PLA: polylactic acid; BoPP: Biaxial oriented
poly propylene; HDPE: high density polyethylene
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SynDECOR®

Graphic Arts

Kim Tin Group and Taghleef Industries
target next generation of
furniture components with

Montreal

Growth and Expansion in Canada
Derprosa™ USA recently opened its fourth warehouse in Montreal, Canada to service the North American graphic arts
market. This follows the opening of warehouses in other strategic regions in the USA including Elizabeth, NJ, Terre Haute,
IN and Los Angeles, CA. The expansion complements DERPROSA™’s European service infrastructure already present
in Spain, Portugal, France, Italy, Germany, United Kingdom, Romania, as well as the rapidly expanding Latin American
network in Brazil and Mexico.

Kim Tin Group is one of Vietnam’s leading enterprises. Their 2000 employees produce and market a wide range of
products that include welding rods and wire, non-ferrous metals, and medium density fiberboard (MDF). Kim Tin
Group, established in January 2000, started up their first MDF plant in early 2009 in order to diversify their business
base and take advantage of the abundant supply of wood fiber in Vietnam. It has proven to be a wise business
decision with success driving them
to start construction on their
second manufacturing site. At
400,000 m³ of MDF capacity, this
plant will be 5 times larger than
the first and will be equipped and
staffed to penetrate the global
furniture component market.
To earn share in the highly
competitive furniture industry it
certainly helps to have sustainable,
cost-effective production combined
with product innovation. Kim Tin
Group and its American partners
at Western Pacific Plastics appear
to be well positioned with an abundant supply of low cost wood fiber, reliable energy supply, new and efficient
processing equipment, and a motivated, low cost labor force. In order to enhance the appearance and performance
of the furniture components you need a high-quality, high-performance, sustainable decorative surface to meet the
ever-increasing demands for superior appearance and durability. With that said, welcome to Vietnam, welcome to
Kim Tin Group, and welcome to Taghleef’s SynDECOR® decorative laminate.
Kim Tin Group is positioned to do
very well in both domestic and global
markets for years to come. Vietnam’s
attractive demographics with a
population of 95 million at average age
of 30 years, in and of itself, represent
a dynamic, growing market. Beyond
Vietnam, the large European and
American markets continue to search
for more sustainable, cost-effective,
and innovative furniture components.
This will, in all likelihood, lead them
to Vietnam and to products designed
and constructed with Kim Tin Group’s
MDF and Taghleef’s SynDECOR®
decorative laminates.
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DERPROSA™ USA:

With growing demand for DERPROSA™ premium luxury films in graphic arts sectors such as luxury folding cartons,
book covers, digital printing and labels, the aim is to make product readily accessible to customers, and to avoid the
time and expense of importing material directly from DERPROSA™ headquarters in Spain. The opening of the Montreal
warehouse is part of the international expansion strategy that Derprosa™ –Ti is currently implementing, and allows us to
now provide superior service to our customers in Canada.
The global success of DERPROSA™ technology and film solutions for graphic arts is the result of our dedication to
quality, R&D and innovation. Now, with the global reach of Taghleef Industries, and the new levels of network service, a
compelling case is made for customers to choose Ti and DERPROSA™ for all their graphic arts, print or packaging design
projects.

DERPROSA™-Ti:
Luxury and PR Events

Luxepack Monaco: The luxury packaging exhibition held in Monaco last
October gathered together the world’s leading specialists in packaging
and materials for cosmetics, perfumes, wine & spirits, watches, fashion,
tobacco, etc.
Packaging Innovations London:
One of the leading trade fairs
for packaging technology in
the UK where innovative and
environmentally friendly products
can be seen. It is an excellent opportunity to interact with new partners and suppliers to
increase efficiency and productivity.
Open House: DERPROSA™-Ti hosted an open house at our headquarters in Granada,
Spain for customers from the US and Canada. “Our customers are our lifeblood, so in
addition to showing them our production capabilities, we also wanted to express our
thanks to them for their loyalty,” said Joaquín López, Derprosa Marketing & Business
Development Manager.
During these shows and events, attendees and customers explored DERPROSA™
products, including our SoFT TOUcH® films, which are patented in Europe and China.
These films have unique tactile properties that give products a smooth finish with a
peach skin effect. The line includes SoFT TOUcH® Matte (The Original One), Elegance
Black SoFT TOUcH® and Elegance Gold SoFT TOUcH®. Visitors also discovered other
films, such as Elegance Luminescence, which stands out for achieving holographic 3D
effects and providing a metallic look when printing using conventional inks.
These trade shows and customer events are excellent occasions for DERPROSA-Ti to
promote DERPROSA™ films by demonstrating the many applications in which their
films are used, including luxury bags, labels, perfume packaging, premium beverage
boxes, books, and other print media used by major international brands.
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Americas

Americas

Pack Expo 2016

Favorite Snyder’s-Lance Snacks
a big hit with Visitors
At the Taghleef Industries Pack Expo booth, throngs of visitors
stopped by to learn about Ti’s best and newest packaging films,
including our EXTENDO® High Barrier Films. The hospitality
shown by the Ti team included sharing favorite cookies, nuts and
crackers with our guests, compliments of our valued customer,
Snyder’s-Lance.
Snyder’s-Lance and Taghleef Industries
North America have had a special
relationship over the past 15 years.
Snyder’s-Lance (SL), headquartered in
Charlotte, North Carolina, manufactures
and markets snack products in North
America as well as overseas. Like all other
Consumer Product Goods companies
(CPGs,) SL continues to analyze all areas of
their business relative to cost and value…
including packaging.
A key objective in calling on and soliciting
end-users is to qualify and specify products
that provide productivity opportunities
within each of the major platforms. At
Snyder’s-Lance, cookie/cracker and nut/
seed lines of products were packaged in
very expensive coated films that for many
years were never challenged for alternative
packaging. After working with SL’s
packaging engineering and procurement

Jeremy Dye, Snyder’s-Lance Procurement Manager, Chip Auerbach,
Ti National Account Executive, and Dawn Connell, Snyder’s-Lance
Print Production Lead
[Extendo display with cookies, crackers and nuts - compliments of
Snyder’s-Lance]

Name Change!
US Customer Service is now Sales Support
What’s in a name? In the words of Shakespeare, “A rose by any other name would smell as sweet.”
Why the change? As part of our redesign effort and strategy to retake our leadership position in service
throughout the Americas, “Customer Service” was changed to “Sales Support.” On November 1, the US
office celebrated with a luncheon and presented new team jackets to the group.
This department name change moves the focus from an internal and transactional mindset to an
external and growth-oriented one, and it solidifies the team concept under a unified Sales organization.
As we reach our Sales Support Representative/Specialist staffing goals and advance our foundation of
expertise, the race has begun to regain our market position and execute our strategy.
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groups, the Ti Sales team
achieved a realistic
understanding of the
properties required
for each of these
applications to best
serve SL consumers.
Recommendations
were then made using
our EXTENDO® High Barrier Films line of products.
In addition, an extensive cost analysis by product
platform was done to rationalize future machine
testing and shelf life trials. Ti first began selling
Snyder’s-Lance 120 HBTX, a clear barrier film with
improved moisture barrier and excellent grease
resistance for their sandwich crackers. To this day,
the product continues to set the bar as the industry
standard for sandwich cracker packaging.
While 120 HBTX continues strong for their sandwich
cracker business, 80 HXB is now used at Snyder’s-Lance
to extend shelf life for cookie and cracker applications
that also require moisture barrier beyond standard
OPP films. For applications like nuts and seeds that
emit oils and have a tendency for rancidity, 88 UHX
is now the product of choice in their standardized
structure for these items. Like many of Ti’s EXTENDO®
High Barrier Films, 88 UHX offers excellent oxygen,

moisture, grease,
and aroma barrier
properties.
Taghleef
has
always
been
technically
responsive to the
special needs of
our customers. So
when SL asked us
to develop a film
for their sandwich
crackers
for
specific overseas
channels,
we
were to for the task. Not only will our new EXTENDO®
product, 130 HXS, increase shelf life an additional
30 days, this film also has the potential to increase
manufacturing productivity for Snyder’s-Lance by
extending production runs. This ultimately means
more finished inventory without the need for the same
turnover rate as their standard sandwich crackers.
Our success at this end-user has also enhanced our
relationships with Snyder’s-Lance converter partners.
Communication between all parties regarding current
and future needs has never been better. A win-win
for everyone!

From left to right:
Catherine Moore,
Ahmed Ali,
Rachel Nettleton,
Patti Bahr,
Rhonda Haman,
Kim Nguyen,
Tracy Dover,
Florence Billard,
Louise DeNight,
Tammy McWilliams,
Angelita Ortiz,
Edina Kovacs,
Barry Heacock.
Missing from
the picture:
Jan Fredrickson
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Americas

Ti Grows in Latin America:
Where, When, How, and Why?
Taghleef Industries is committed to serving more and more customers in even more regions of Latin America. Our name and
our products are known from Mexico to Guatemala and El Salvador, in Trinidad and Dominican Republic, in Colombia, Peru,
Brazil, and Chile. In four short years, Taghleef Industries in Latin America (LatAm) has grown three times its original size,
supplying products from Spain, Italy, USA, Oman, and Dubai—five out of our nine manufacturing sites. With three technical
Latin managers, five technical employees, twelve country agents, and three distribution centers in Mexico, El Salvador, and
Brazil (with more coming!), Ti announces, “We’re here to stay!” With every new product or innovation developed comes the
same dedicated service and supply that is synonymous with Ti quality— and all available in Spanish, Portuguese, and English!
In fact, two new films have been expressively developed for the
LatAm market: metalized ZEM and white label film D415-28.
Why do LatAm customers choose Ti? The answer is simple: people,
products, and trust. Customers trust Ti’s professional, technical
people who enjoy building relationships and work hard to develop
and deliver the best films for their applications. Customers trust
the consistent quality of Ti’s flexible packaging products like the
high clear EXTENDO® films for food, metallized Titanium™ films,
VISION® shrink films, and bio-based NATIVIA® films. Performance
label films are offered in clear, white, and metalized for use in
laminations; monoweb films are available for non-food products
such as tobacco, tape, and overwrap.
Ti answers all the questions-the where, when,
how and why—of our success in LatAm. Not only
are we here and staying; we’re here and growing.

Rainbow of Films Attracts
GRAFINCA Visitors
GRAFINCA, the Digital, Graphic and Advertising Industry Fair,
was held September 1 – 4, 2016 in Lima, Peru. This annual
exhibition is Peru’s largest graphic arts industry trade show.
What better place for Taghleef Industries to showcase its
unique DERPROSA™-Ti film offerings in an array of colors
than at this premier industry event?
At the 17th edition of GRAFINCA this year, attendees saw
not only what’s readily available in the market; they also
discovered what’s new and exciting in the way of bright ideas
and distinct solutions.
Our booth had more than 200 visitors who got the full DERPROSA™-Ti experience as they saw and touched samples,
packages, and boxes full of creativity, allowing them to visualize uniqueness in their markets. As a market leader in
graphic arts films, Taghleef’s DERPROSA™ line outperforms the competition. And as an industry innovator, DERPROSA™Ti has what it takes for customers, designers, and end-users to stand out in the competitive graphic arts industry. In Peru,
our goal is to grow through new opportunities with consistent quality products and innovations such as our tactile SoFT
TOUcH™ films, brilliant metalized products, and films with clear, gloss, and matte finishes.
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Events

FachPack 2016
Taghleef Industries exhibited at FachPack 2016 from
October 27-29 in Nuremberg, Germany. FachPack is the
second largest packaging exhibition in Germany, and this
year hosted exhibitors from over 35 countries and more
than 50,000 visitors. During the three-day event, Taghleef
welcomed customers and guests for over 180 meetings at
our newly designed booth.

AUSPACK
7-10 March 2017

CFIA
March 7 – 9 – Rennes, France
Park Expo, Rennes Aéroport
Hall 4, Stand C70
SynDECOR® Table Top
March 28-29 – Hamburg, Germany

LUXEPACK
April 12-13 – Shanghai, China
May 10-11 - New York, USA

Plant Based Summit
April 12-13 Lille, France
Ti Speaker: Emanuela Bardi, Product Manager
NATIVIA®

INTERPACK
May 4 to 10 – Dusseldorf, Germany
Park Expo, Rennes Aéroport
Hall 9, A21
EXPO GRAFICA 2017
GUADALAJARA
17-20 May 2017
Chinaplas
May 16 to 19 Pazhou,
Guangzhou, PR China

